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Abstract 
Doty, S. and G. Walker, Modular symmetric functions and irreducible modular representations 
of general linear groups, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 82 (1992) l-26. 
The usual way to get information on the irreducible modular, defining characteristic, repre- 
sentations of a simple reductive algebraic group in prime characteristic is to study how the Weyl 
modules decompose. In this paper we explore the alternate, but classical, approach of 
decomposing tensor products, in the case of the general linear groups. This study singles out a 
particular class of tensor products, conjectured to be sufficient to determine the irreducibles. 
This class of tensor products may be characterized as the dominant weight spaces in the 
truncated coordinate ring of matrices. We are led to introduce certain modular analogues of 
classical symmetric functions, and to a result generalizing the fundamental theorem of 
symmetric functions. 
1. Introduction 
Begin with an n-dimensional vector space E over an algebraically closed field 
K. When K is the field of complex numbers, I. Schur in his classic 1927 paper 
used the tensor algebra of E to construct a theory of polynomial representations 
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of the group G = GL,(E). In his 1901 thesis, a ‘dual’ approach was used; the 
representations were constructed in the algebra A of polynomial functions on G. 
Now A may be identified with the coordinate ring K[M] of the affine algebraic 
monoid A4 = End,(E). (Hence rational representations of M are equivalent with 
polynomial representations of G [8, p. 81.) 
By choosing a basis {X, , . . . , X,,} of E we identify G with the general linear 
group GL(n, K) of invertible n x n matrices over K; similarly M is identified with 
the monoid M(n, K) of all the II X n matrices over K. Let S = S(E), the 
symmetric algebra of E. S may be identified with the polynomial algebra 
K[X,, . . , X,,] in the ‘indeterminates’ X,, . , , X,,, and ,‘?(E), the dth symmet- 
ric power of E, with the polynomials of homogeneous degree d. It is well known 
that the algebra A may be linked up with the vector space E via a natural algebra 
isomorphism A a S@‘“; see (2.6). (This observation appears already in various 
forms in [4, 6, 71.) 
When characteristic K = 0, decomposing tensors of symmetric powers de- 
termines the irreducible representations. More precisely, for a sequence (Y = 
(a,,..., (Y,) of nonnegative integers, set 
which corresponds to the a-weight space of A = K[M] under @; see Proposition 
2.1. For any rational irreducible M-module L, there is the equality (Kostka 
duality) 
[SaE : L],,, = dim L, , 
i.e., the multiplicity of L in a composition series of S”E equals the dimension of 
the a-weight space of L. (In Section 2.3, we include a natural proof of this in 
terms of induction for algebraic monoids.) The fact that the irreducibles are 
determined by tensors of symmetric powers of E takes perhaps its best form when 
expressed as the Jacobi-Trudi identity [14, Chapter I, (3.4)]. The connection 
between the Jacobi-Trudi identity and Kostka duality may be expressed in the 
following way. Consider the matrix with rows and columns indexed by the 
‘dominant polynomial weights’ (see Section 2.1), with the entry in the A row, F 
column given by the integer [S”E : L( p)JM. Here L(p) denotes the irreducible 
module of highest weight p. This matrix is the transpose of the classical Kostka 
matrix; i.e., its (p, A)-entry is given by the number of tableaux of shape p and 
weight A. It is clear from [14, Chapter I, Section 61 that the Jacobi-Trudi identity 
directly determines the rows of the inverse of this matrix. We always assume that 
the rows and columns of such matrices are indexed by choosing some fixed 
ordering for the elements of the indexing set. 
In characteristic p > 0, the irreducibles are still not known. We have evidence 
that they are determined by decomposing tensors of ‘truncated’ symmetric 
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powers. To be more precise, let I be the ideal in S generated by Xr, . . , X,P. Let 
TdE denote the image of SdE in the quotient S/I. As I is closed under the action 
of M, TdE is an M-module. It is irreducible. This was first observed in [ll]; in 
[12] an independent argument of D. Carlisle and R. Wood is reproduced. As 
above, for (Y = (a,, . . . , a,,), we set 
T”E= T”‘E@.,.@Ta”E. 
The set of dominant polynomial weights may be identified with the set of 
partitions of at most y1 parts; see Section 2.1. We call such a weight n( p - l)- 
bounded if its parts are bounded above by n( p - 1). The significance of this is 
just that TdE = 0 for d > n(p - 1). Now, by analogy with the classical setting, 
consider the matrix, rows and columns indexed by the n( p - l)-bounded domi- 
nant polynomial weights, with (A, CL) entry given by the number [ T”E : L(p)],,, 
of times the irreducible module L(p) appears in a composition series of T*E. We 
call these numbers modular Kostka numbers, and conjecture (Conjecture 2.6) 
that this matrix is nonsingular for all n and for all primes p. This is true for all p if 
IZ = 2; see Section 3.9, and for all IZ if p = 2; see Remark 3.2. By direct calculation 
we have also verified the cases rz = 3, p 5 5. By inverting the matrix one would 
obtain formulas for the characters of the irreducible M-modules of n( p - l)- 
bounded highest weight. But this would be sufficient to determine all the 
irreducibles by Steinberg’s tensor product theorem; see Section 2.5. 
Just as S”E 2: KIMIA = A,, we have similarly that T”E -L K[M,,],; see Proposi- 
tion 2.2. Here M, is the additive kernel of the Frobenius morphism on M, so 
K[M,] is the truncated algebra A/J, J the ideal generated by the pth powers. 
Thus, our conjecture may be regarded as the statement that the irreducible 
characters are determined by the decomposition of the truncated coordinate ring 
of n X n matrices. 
In Section 3 we consider connections with the theory of symmetric functions. In 
Section 3.1 we recall standard facts about the ring A of classical symmetric 
functions, in order to fix notation. We introduce in Section 3.2 a new collection 
h;(n), h;(n), . . . of symmetric polynomials, depending on n, the number of 
variables, and a ‘modular parameter’ m, any natural number greater than 1. 
When the modular parameter m equals the prime p, Conjecture 2.6 is equivalent 
to the linear independence, in the ring A,, of symmetric polynomials in y1 
variables, of the set of nonzero symmetric polynomials of the form h:(n); see 
Proposition 3.1. An equivalent combinatorial formulation of Conjecture 2.6 is 
given in Proposition 3.4. We then consider, in Section 3.3, the effect of letting y1 
go to infinity. Letting hi, hi, . . denote the resulting symmetric functions in the 
ring A, we show in Proposition 3.6 that the truth of Conjecture 2.6 for degrees 
d 4 n is equivalent when m = p to the statement that the hl, hi, . . are an 
algebraically independent set of generators of the ring A,. We prove a theorem 
(Theorem 3.7) that implies that the hi, h;, . . . independently generate A9, for 
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any m, thus establishing the truth of Conjecture 2.6 in degrees d 5 n. In case 
m = 2, hc\ = e,, the dth elementary symmetric function, and in case m = 03, 
hi = h,, the dth complete symmetric function. So this generalizes the fundamen- 
tal theorem of symmetric functions. 
In Section 3.4 we examine the relation between the modular Kostka numbers 
and the decomposition numbers of Weyl modules; in Section 3.5 the modular 
Kostka numbers are shown independent of the number of variables. In Sections 
3.6 and 3.7 we show that there are modular analogues of elementary symmetric 
functions; they independently generate the ring A c; see Corollary 3.13. In fact, in 
Section 3.8, we observe that there is a modular analogue of every symmetric 
function f; the modular analogue off is its image under the ring homomorphism 
A+ A given by h,, H hi!. The modular power sums are strikingly simple-they are 
just the ordinary ones, up to a scalar multiple; see Proposition 3.15(i). This was 
observed by I.G. Macdonald, who also pointed out that this gives another proof 
of the independent generation of A, by the hi, hi, . ; see Remark 3.16( 1). We 
are grateful to Professor Macdonald for permission to include his observations. 
The first author would like also to thank Steve Donkin for many useful 
discussions on polynomial representations during the fall of 1990. 
2. Representation theory 
2.1. Notation 
Some of the following standard notation follows the conventions established in 
[lo]. Throughout, K is an algebraically closed field, n a positive integer. K* 
denotes the set of nonzero elements in K. 
G = GL(n, K) . 
B = lower triangular matrices in G . 
B’ = upper triangular matrices in G 
T = diagonal matrices in G . 
X(7-1 = Hom( T, K *) (the character group of T) . 
R = R(G, T) (the root system of the pair G, T) . 
R+ =R(B+,T). 
X+(T) ={h~X(T):(h,cu”)~0,forallaER+}. 
W= W(n) = N,(T)IT=symmetric group on (1,. . , n} . 
By an affine algebraic monoid over K we mean a monoid such that the 
underlying set is an affine variety and the multiplication map is a morphism of 
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varieties. Let H be an affine algebraic monoid over K. Let KH denote the monoid 
algebra of H over K; i.e., the algebra consisting of all finite formal K-linear 
combinations of elements of H, with multiplication induced from that in H. By a 
rational H-module we mean a (left or right) KH-module which is the union of its 
finite-dimensional submodules and such that for each finite-dimensional sub- 
module W the induced map H+ End(W) is a morphism of algebraic monoids. A 
morphism of rational H-modules is the same as a morphism of KH-modules. We 
set 
M = M(n, K) > 
D = diagonal elements of M , 
P(D) = Hom(D, K) (monoid homomorphisms). 
The character monoid P(D) embeds in the character group X(T), via the map 
A H A( T of restriction. (If x(t) = 0, for some t E T, then A must take the identity 
to 0, which would mean it is not a monoid homomorphism.) We thus regard P(D) 
as a subset of X(T). X(T) is the set of weights of rational representations of G, 
P(D) the set of weights of polynomial representations of G. Set 
P+(D) = f’(D) n X+(T), 
the set of dominant polynomial weights. 
When H is any algebraic group or algebraic monoid, by H-module we mean 
rational H-module. Any T-module V has the usual weight space decomposition 
v= cE3 v,, V,={u~V:ru=A(t)u,forallt~T}. 
AEX(T) 
Similarly any D-module V has a weight space decomposition 
v= CD v,, V,={u~V:n,=h(t)u,forallt~D}. 
AEP(D) 
The map X+(T) * Irr(G) given by A ++ L(A) gives a l-l correspondence between 
the set of dominant weights and the set Irr(G) of irreducible G-modules, where 
J!(A) = the irreducible G-module of highest weight A , A E X+(T) . 
There is also a l-1 correspondence P+(D) + Irr(M) given by the highest weight, 
In fact, for A E P+(D), L(A) is the irreducible M-module of highest weight A. 
The above notation may easily be connected with the usual combinatorial 
notation for weights. Let 
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X = {sequences (Y = ((Y,),~,: oi E Z, for all i, and support(a) is finite} 
X, = {CI EX: (Y, 2 (Y;+, for all i} . 
P = {a E X: a, 2 0, for all i} (the set of unordered partitions). 
P, =Pnx+ (the set of partitions) 
For any (Y E X, set length(a) = max{ i: (Y; # 0} and degree(a) = (a ( = C rz, a,. We 
usually drop trailing zeros when writing an element of X. For X = any of X, X,, 
P, P,, set X(n) = {o E X: length(a) 5 n}. Then X(n) C X(n + 1) for all y1 and 
X = U ,) X(n). For each II, X(n) = 77”. The map 
~++Xcl) x,(diag(tl, . , t,)) = ty’ . . tz” (ti E K*) (2.1) 
defines an isomorphism of the additive group X(n) with the (multiplicative) 
character group X(T); the same formula (except t, E K) gives an isomorphism of 
the additive monoid P(n) with the character monoid P(D). These isomorphisms 
induce bijections X+(n) = X+(T), P+(n) = P, (II). We assume these identifica- 
tions in all that follows. 
We call an element (Y of X b-bounded if cyi 5 b, for all i. It will be convenient to 
have available the following refinements to the above notation. For X = any of X, 
X,, P, P,, set 
X(n, d; b) = {CY E X(n): ICY]= d, (Y is b-bounded} , 
with the obvious interpretation when either symbol d or b is omitted from the 
notation. As instances of the use of this notation, P+(n, d; 6) is the set of 
b-bounded partitions of d of not more than II parts, P, (n; b) the set of b-bounded 
partitions of not more than II parts, P+(d, d) the set of all partitions of d, etc. 
The Weyl group W= IV(n) acts on X(n), P(n) by place permutation. There is 
exactly one element of X+(n), resp. P+(n), in each orbit. 
Suppose the characteristic of K is p, p > 0. Let F be the Frobenius map induced 
from the pth power endomorphism of K. The corresponding F-fixed points in M, 
G give M’; = M(n, p), resp. G’;= GL(n, p). The irreducible modules for KGF, 
resp. KM’, are obtainable by restricting the irreducible modules for G, resp. M. 
Each irreducible KGF-module is isomorphic with precisely one of 
Irr(G’)={L(h): hEP+(n), A;-h,+,<p,for alli, andh,sp-2); 
(2.2) 
each irreducible KMF-module is isomorphic [9] with precisely one of: 
Irr(M’) = {L(A): hEP+(n), Ai - A,+, <p, for all i} . (2.3) 
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The A E P, which satisfy the condition hi - hi+, < p for all i are sometimes called 
column p-regular partitions [S, p. 941. 
2.2. Module actions and the coordinate ring of matrices 
The purpose of this subsection is to identify for each (Y = (LY,, . . , a,) E P(n) 
the tensor product S”E = S*‘E @ * . . @4 FE with a corresponding weight space in 
the coordinate ring K[M], and T”E = T”‘E C3. . . @I TanE with a corresponding 
weight space in the coordinate ring K[M,] of the additive Frobenius kernel 
M,, = F-‘(O), if K has characteristic p. Some of the material here appears already 
in [4, 61. 
Let c,~ be the (i, j)th coordinate function on M, the function in KM which sends 
each g in M to its (i, j)th entry g,. M acts on E by linear substitution: 
g-xj = i cij(g)x;. 
,=I 
(2.4) 
The above action of M gives rise to an action of the group G, by restriction. As 
in [S], the action gives a polynomial representation of G; i.e.> a right comodule 
for the coalgebra A = A,(n) of polynomial functions G+ K. A = K[cj,] is the 
polynomial ring generated by the restriction cij of the rz2 coordinate functions ci, 
(15 i,j ‘: n) to G. 
The coordinate ring K[M] of matrix space M is just the polynomial ring K[c,] 
on the n2 generators c,, (15 i, j 5 n). This may be identified with the coalgebra A; 
in this way one sees, as in [S, p. 81, that polynomial representations of G are 
equivalent to rational representations of M. 
M acts on its coordinate ring K[M] by left and right translation of functions. 
That is, for any f E K[M], g E M, there is the left action f ++ R, f given by right 
translation and the right action f - Lgf given by left translation, where the 
translates R, f, L, f are the elements of K[M] defined by 
(R,f )(x) = f(4 3 (L,f )(x) = f( gx) 7 xEM. (2.5) 
As K-algebras, S”’ and K[M] may be identified via the correspondence 
K[M]L S@‘” , c,jH1@-@X,@~~ . @ 1 (X, in position i) . 
(2.6) 
Let M act diagonally on S@“. We have for any g E M 
and 
g~(1@~~~@xj@+31)= i g,,(l@ .@X,@...@l), 
k=l 
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so @ is an isomorphism of (left) M-modules. We remark that there is no right 
action of M on S such that the induced diagonal right action on SB3” corresponds 
under @ with the right action of left translation on K[M]. 
The coordinate ring K[M] regarded as right M-module via the action f~ Lgf 
has a decomposition into weight spaces 
K[M]= cl3 KIMlcx. 
0 EP(fl) 
Since left and right translation commute, these weight spaces are left modules for 
M under the action f~ R, f. 
Proposition 2.1. (i) @ induces an isomorphism of M-modules KIMICv = S”E, for 
any (Y E P(n). 
(ii) For any hop+, K[M], = K[M],, for all CY E WA. 
Proof. Under left translation, t = diag(t,, . . , t,,) sends each generator c;, to tic,,. 
Thus, in K[M], the weight space of weight (Y is the K-span of all monomials 
nj,, c~~~~ for which C’,!=, m,, = (Y,, for each i = 1, . . , n. This corresponds to the 
tensor product S”E = YE @I * ’ . ($3 YfzE under @, proving (i). Statement (ii) 
follows from (i) since the right-hand side of (i) is independent of permutation of 
factors. Cl 
The above is valid regardless of the characteristic of K. For the remainder of 
this subsection, assume the characteristic of K is p > 0. 
We want to characterize the truncated tensor products T”E similarly as weight 
spaces in some appropriate coordinate ring. There is a homomorphism of 
K-algebras K[M]* (S/Z)@‘, the composite K[M]L S@‘+ (S/I)@“‘; the ideal 
generated by {cg: 15 i, j 5 rz} is its kernel. Thus K(M]l(cf:) and (S/I)‘)” are 
isomorphic as K-algebras. The above mappings commute with the (left) M- 
actions, so this isomorphism is also an isomorphism of M-modules. 
If we want to realize this quotient of K[M] as the coordinate ring of some 
variety, we need to work in the category of affine algebraic monoid schemes. In 
fact, for our situation it is worth noticing that M is more than a monoid. M is a 
ring, and so may be regarded as an element of the category of affine algebraic ring 
schemes; i.e., a representable functor {K-algebras} + {rings} satisfying the usual 
properties. Then one obtains a nonreduced ideal scheme M,, as the additive 
Frobenius kernel F-‘(O); i.e., M,, is a K-functor such that for each K-algebra R, 
M,,(R) is an ideal in the ring M(R). Since MM,, = M,,M = M,,, K[M,,] is a module 
for M under left and right translation. K[M,,] = K[M] l(c,‘l), so there is an algebra 
isomorphism K[ M,,] 2 (S/Z)@‘” which is moreover an isomorphism of (left) 
M-modules. By essentially the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.1 
we have the following. 
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Proposition 2.2. (i) @’ induces an isomorphism of M-modules K[M,], = T”E, for 
any cx E P(n). 
(ii) For any A E P+(n), K[M,,], = K[M,,],, for all (Y E WA. 
2.3. Kostka duality is Frobenius reciprocity 
With the machinery set up in the previous subsection, it is easy to give a simple 
representation-theoretic proof of the classical statement of Kostka duality within 
the framework of the rational representation theory of M. The argument we give 
is essentially the one in [3, p. 3591, formulated in terms of the representation 
theory of M. 
First we need to note that the usual theory of induction for algebraic groups 
extends immediately to algebraic monoids (provided that one starts with the 
‘right’ version of the definition). For the moment let M be any affine algebraic 
monoid over K. Suppose V is a vector space over K. Let Map(M, V) be the set of 
all maps f : M + V such that the image f(M) lies in a finite-dimensional subspace 
W of V and the induced map f : M -+ W is a morphism of varieties. There are two 
natural actions of M on Map(M, V), left and right translation: 
(L,f )(x) = f(gx) 3 (R,f )(I) = f(xg) 3 
all g,x E M, f E Map(M, V) . (2.7) 
The action f H Rgf is a left action, and f H L, f a right action. These actions 
commute. 
Suppose now that V is an H-module, where H is a closed submonoid of M. 
Define 
ind,MV= {f E Map(M. V): f(hg) = hf( g), for all h E H, g E M} , 
(2.8) 
an M-module under the action given by right translation. 
If M is a group then the above coincides with the usual definition of induction 
for algebraic groups. 
One may verify by following the usual arguments, as in [2], that induction from 
H to M is a left exact functor from the category of H-modules to the category of 
M-modules. It is right adjoint to the functor resf of restriction from M to H. We 
also have the following usual properties, for each M-module W and each 
H-module V. 
Universal mapping. For each H-homomorphism cp : W-+ V, there is a unique 
M-homomorphism (p : W-, ind:V such that eve (p = cp. 
Here ev : ind:V-t V is the evaluation map f-f(l), and (p is given by G(w) = 
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[g H cp( SW)], for w E W. From the universal mapping property one sees the 
following. 
Frobenius reciprocity. Horn,,, W, ind:V) = Horn,,, W, V). 
Return now to the situation M = M(n, K). Suppose K has characteristic zero. 
Define for each pair of partitions A,/.A E P+(n), 
K,, = [S”E : L( ,u)],,+e = [S”‘E 8. . . C3 S”,?E : L(p)],,, , (2.9) 
the number of times the irreducible M-module L(p) of highest weight p appears 
as an M composition factor of the tensor product S”E. The K,, are the classical 
Kostka numbers. They satisfy the following duality property. 
Kostka duality. For all A,p E P+(n), K,, = dim L(p)*. 
To prove this, we need just one more observation. 
Lemma 2.3. For any (Y E P(n), the a-weight space K[M], of the coordinate ring 
K[M] is isomorphic with the induced module indza. 
(Here (Y is identified with the l-dimensional module it affords as a character of 
0.) 
Thus we have 
K,, = dim Hom,(L( k), S”E) 
= dim Hom,(L( p), K[M],) (Proposition 2.1) 
= dim Hom,(L( F), ind:h) (Lemma 2.3) 
= dim Hom,(L( p), A) (Frobenius reciprocity) 
= dim L( pcL)* , 
proving Kostka duality. 
We remark that the above argument goes through in any characteristic, if one 
simply replaces the irreducible module L(p) by the Weyl module V(p), and 
defines the Kostka number KfiA to be the number of times the dual Weyl module 
H”(p) appears in a ‘good filtration’ of S”E. (See [lo, II, 4.16(a)] and the basic 
result of Wang Jian-pan and Donkin in [lo, II, 4.191.) 
2.4. Modular Kostka numbers 
We introduce modular analogues of the Kostka numbers, and state our main 
conjecture (Conjecture 2.6). From now on we assume the characteristic of K is p. 
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Define for each pair of partitions A,p E P+(n), the nonnegative integers 
(p-modular Kostka numbers) 
K;, = [TAE: L(r*)lM = [TA’E@-G3 T”mE: L(/_L)lM ) (2.10) 
the multiplicity of the irreducible M-module L(p) of highest weight p in an 
M-composition series of T”E. 
Since TdE = 0 for all d > n( p - 1) it follows that T”E = 0 unless A is n( p - l)- 
bounded; i.e., unless A E P+(n; n( p - 1)). 
Proposition 2.4. Let A E P+(n; n(~ - 1)). For any (Y E P(n), the dimension of the 
a-weight space of T”E is the number qAn( p) of n x n matrices, entries from 
(0, 1, . . , p - l}, with row sums A,, . . . , A,, column sums (Y,, . . . , a,,. 
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 2.2. Make D X D act on K[M,,] by 
(t,, t2)f++ R,,L,,f, for all f E K[M,]. Now T”E = K[M,,], by Proposition 2.2, so 
(T”E), = K[M,,j,,,,,. A basis for KIM,,lCh,,) is given by the monomials 
nIlsi,jln~9 for which O~P,,~p-l, ciPjj=a;, CjPI,=A,. for all i,i. 0 
Note that the number q,,,(p) may just as well be regarded as the number of 
infinite matrices, entries from the set (0, 1, . . , p - l}, with row, resp., column, 
sums given by the entries of A, resp., CY, by regarding A, a more properly as 
sequences with all zeros after the nth term. There is a characterization similar to 
the above of the a-weight space dimension of S”E for A E P+(n) as the number of 
n x n matrices of row sums A and column sums (Y with nonnegative integer 
entries. 
Corollary 2.5. For A,p E P+(n), KkA = 0 unless both A, p are n( p - 1)-bounded 
partitions with 1 A( = 1 p I. 
Conjecture 2.6. The modular Kostka matrix K’ = (Kb,), rows and columns 
indexed by the set P+(n; n( p - 1)) ( in some fixed order), is nonsingular for all 
n,p. 
This was originally based on the computation, using the Mathematics package 
developed by S. Wolfram et al., of the entries in the matrix K’ in the cases n = 2, 
p ~7; n = 3, p 55. The determinant of K’ has the value for n = 2 of -1, -1, 1, 
-1 when p is respectively 2, 3, 5, 7; for n = 3 of 1, -24, 24” when p is respectively 
2, 3, 5. So the conjecture is true for primes p i 7 if n = 2 and for p 5 5 if n = 3. If 
p = 2, it is true for all n; see Remark 3.2. If n = 2, it is true for all primes p; see 
Section 3.9. Note that K’ is the diagonal sum of submatrices 
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as d varies from 0 to n’( p - 1). We show in Section 3.3 that K’(d) is nonsingular 
if d 5 n, for any n,p. 
We have the following concerning the cardinality of the set of bounded 
partitions of bounded length. 
Proposition 2.7. For any b 2 0, n 2 1, the cardinality of the set P+(n; b) of 
b-bounded partitions of not more than n parts is given by the binomial coefjicient 
(‘:’ ). In particular, the cardinafity of P+(n; n( p - 1)) is (‘i:’ ). 
Proof. There is a bijection from the set P+(n; b) to the set of (b + n)-bounded 
strictly decreasing sequences of n positive integers, given by A ++ A + a,, where 
6,,=(n,n-l,..., 2,l). q 
2.5. Consequences for modular representation theory 
One consequence of Conjecture 2.6 is that the modular Kostka numbers 
determine the modular irreducible characters. 
To each D-module V of finite dimension associate the formal character 
chV= c (dimV,)x’;‘...x?, 
crEP(fl) 
(2.11) 
an element of the ring of symmetric polynomials A,l = Z[x, , . . , x,~]~ in the n 
variables x1, . . . , x,. Similarly, to each T-module V of finite dimension associate 
the formal character 
chV= c (dimV,)xp’...x>, 
utX(n) 
an element of the ring Z[xf’, . . ,x,z’]“. 
There are equations 
ch T”E = c K,L ch ~3 CL) (2.12) 
I1~P+(fi;n(P-l)) 
in the ring A,, for each A EP+(~; n(p - 1)). If Conjecture 2.6 were true, these 
equations could in principle be inverted to express the ch L(A) as a Q-linear 
combination of the ch T’“E, for h,~ EP+(n; n(p - 1)). Thus, computing the 
p-modular Kostka numbers would determine ch L(A), for the n( p - l)-bounded 
partitions A of length sn. 
Since Irr(GF) C Irr(M’) C {L(A): A E P,(n; n( p - l))}, the Ki, would also 
determine the formal characters of the elements of Irr(MF) and Irr(GF). By 
Steinberg’s tensor product theorem, one could then compute the formal charac- 
ters of the elements of Irr(G). Since Irr(G) > Irr(M), one would thereby know 
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the characters of Irr(M). This would determine the irreducible p-modular charac- 
ters of the symmetric groups via the Schur functor [8, Chapter 61. 
We summarize our observations. 
Proposition 2.8. If Conjecture 2.6 is true, the formal character of every irreducible 
KG” or KM”-module is uniquely expressible in terms of a Q-linear combination of 
characters of T”E’s, as A varies over the set of n( p - 1)-bounded partitions of no 
more than n parts. 
The characters of the T”E’s are computable; see Section 3.2. 
3. Symmetric functions 
We introduce modular analogues of some classical symmetric functions, espe- 
cially the ‘modular complete’ symmetric functions in Section 3.2. These modular 
symmetric functions depend on a parameter m > 1. When m = p = 
characteristic K, this theory makes contact with the modular representation 
theory, because then these functions coincide with the characters of the truncated 
symmetric powers of E. 
3.1. Classical symmetric functions 
Let A,, = Z[x, , . . . , xIIIw, the ring of symmetric polynomials in n variables 
x,, . . . ,x,,; i.e., the polynomials invariant under all permutations of the vari- 
ables. As above, W= W(n) denotes the symmetric group on n letters, acting on 
A,, by permutation of the variables. The standard facts which follow may be found 
in [14, Chapter I]. 
The ring A,, is graded: A,, = er,-_,, A:, where A:f consists of the homogeneous 
symmetric polynomials of degree d (along with 0). The set of orbit sums 
m,(x,, . . . , x,,), defined by 
m,(x,, . . , x,,)= c xy...x:, (3.1) 
CYEWA 
as A varies over the set P+(n) of partitions of not more than n parts, forms a 
Z-basis of A,,. Another Z-basis of A,, is given in terms of the complete symmetric 
polynomials h,(n) in n variables, defined by 
h,(n)= 2 MAGI,. ,x,,>. 
hEPi 
(3.2) 
These polynomials are generated by 
K(t) = ;G (j&) = <;, hctWd . , > (3.3) 
For each A E P, (n), set h,(n) = h,!(n). . . h,,,(n). The set of all h,(n) (A E P+(rz)) 
is a H-basis of A,z. In fact, h,(n), . , h,{(n) are algebraically independent over 27, 
and A,, = Z[h,(n), . . , h,,(n)]. Note that h,(n) = ch S”E for all A E P+(N); in 
particular, h,(n) = ch S”E. 
Another set of generators of the ring .4,, is obtained from the elementary 
symmetric polynomials, the polynomials e,,(n), defined for 05 d 5 n by 
e,,(n) = rn(,<i,(X,, . . . x,,) = c X,,Xh . . . x,,, (3.4) 
l,‘.I,I ..‘~ i,, 
For d > n, e,(n) = 0. The generating function for the e,,(n) is 
E,,(r) = fi (1 + x,t) = c e,(n)rd (3.5) 
,=I d2-i) 
The e,(n), . . , e,,(n) are algebraically independent over Z’, and 14,~ =
Z[e,(n), . . . e,,(n)] (the ‘fundamental theorem’ of symmetric functions). Note 
that e<,(n) = ch 4”(E), the character of the dth exterior power of the natural 
module E. The set of e,(n) = r,,(n)e,+(n) .. . as A ranges over the set of 
n-bounded partitions. forms a h-basis of 14,,. 
A fourth basis of the ring A,, is the basis of Schur functions sh (A E P,(n)). This 
has the definition s, = aA+8 /a,, where 6 E P+(n) is given by 6 = (n - 1, . . , , 1,O) 
and the antisymmetrizer operator n is given by 
a,, = ,,z:, sign(w)w(x;” . . . x::‘t) 
Then s, = am = ch V(A), the character of the Wcyl module of highest weight A, 
for any A E P+(n). 
Since WC are assuming characteristic K = p, we have a fifth basis 
{ch U A)) AEP, I,,) of n,, in terms of the formal characters of the irreducible 
M-modules. Write I, = I,(n) for ch L(A), for each A E P+(n). The I, are depen- 
dent on p as well as n. 
Finally, A, the ring of symmetric functions, is the inverse limit of the A,, in the 
category of graded rings: 
11 = ,E, -4,’ , where A” = lim A:: . 
Y 
(3.6) 
The ring of symmetric functions A has four standard bases which are obtained by 
letting the number of variables y1 become infinite in the above. These are the 
bases {m,}, {h,}, {e,}, {s,}, 11 d a m exed by P,. The inverse limit construction 
gives us projections p:I : A”-+ A::, (Just take 0 = x,,+, = x,, +? = . . ., etc.) These 
are isomorphisms for II 2 d. The MA (monomial symmetric functions) and the sh 
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(Schur functions) are defined’, for any partition A of d, by the set of equations 
for all ~12 d. Similarly, the h, (complete symmetric functions) and the ed 
(elementary symmetric functions) may be defined, for each d 2 0, by the equa- 
tions 
h,= c mA, e, = rn(,,i) (3.8) 
AEP, (d.d) 
Then h, = h,,h,, . . . and similarly eA = eA,eA,. . . for any A E P,. The h,, e,, have 
an alternate description in terms of generating functions: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3.9) 
Moreover, the sets {h,}+,,, {ei,)dzO are algebraically independent over Z, and: 
A = Z[h,, h2, . . .] = Z[e,, e,, . .I 
3.2. Modular complete symmetric polynomials 
Fix a natural number m greater than 1. The m-modular complete symmetric 
polynomial h:,(n) in n-variables is defined by 
h:,(n) = c mA(xI,. , x,,) , (3.10) 
hEP+(f~,d:,rr- I) 
or by the generating function 
H,‘,(t) = I’i ( ‘,-_‘;y ) = (2) h&(n)t” . 
,=I , > 
(3.11) 
If m =p, it is clear that h;(n) = ch T”E, for all d 20. Thus one obtains a 
generating function for the dimension of T”E by setting all the X, to 1 in HA(t) 
above. For any m, set h;(n) = hi,(n). . . hi,,(n) for each partition A E P+(n). For 
m = p, hi(n) = ch TAE. Note also that hi(n) # 0 iff A E P+(n; n(m - 1)). 
Since {I*(yl)}*~P,(,l:,,(,,~l)) is linearly independent, by (2.12) we get the fol- 
lowing. 
’ The functions m I. S, arc defined by these equations for n 2 d = IA/. but in fact it then follows that 
the same equations hold for all ,I 2 length(A). 
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Proposition 3.1. If m = p, Conjecture 2.6 is equivalent to the linear independence 
in A,, of the set {hi(n): hEP+(n;n(p-1))). 
Suppose m = P. Set 4 = ChEP+~n;n~p-‘~~ Zh;(n). If Conjecture 2.6 is true, the 
set {hi(n): A~P+(n;n(p-1))) is a.Z-basis for AA, and {Z,(n): h~P+(n;n(p- 
1))) is a Q-basis for AA,, = AL@ Q, so the matrix (KL,) of modular Kostka 
numbers is the transition matrix from the h’ basis to the 1 basis. 
Remark 3.2. If p = m = 2, the hi(n) coincide with the elementary symmetric 
polynomials e,(n), for all d z 0. Thus Conjecture 2.6 is true in the case p = 2, for 
any n. 
The h:(n) may be expressed in terms of the orbit sums m,(x,, . . , x,), by the 
following (compare with Proposition 2.4). 
Proposition 3.3. We have 
h;(n) = 2 9&4m,(xlT. . . 3x,,> 
I*EP,(n:,,(n-I)) 
foranyhEP+(n;n(m-1)). 
Proof. One can check directly from the definition that, for any h,p E P+(n), the 
two orbit sums m*(x, , . , x,,), m,(x, , . . , x,~) multiply according to the rule 
m,(x,,.. ,x,,)m,(x,,..., xIl> = C d+mu(x,, . . . , xn>, (3.12) 
I, 
where the sum is over various partitions v of not more than n parts, and ai,’ is the 
number of ways of expressing I, in the form v = u + r with DE W(n)A, T E 
W(n)p. Now by (3.10) we have 
h;(n) = ,G h:,(n) = (fi (c mFL(,,(x,, . . . , xn)) 
w(i) 
= c m,(l)(x,, . . ,~,,)...m~(~)(x,, . ,x,,) 
P(I)... ,r(n) 
and by iterating formula (3.12) 
= C 2 a~(‘)....+@)mv(x,, . . , x,,) , 
/A(l).....p(n) ” 
where ar(‘).....p’(“) equals the number of ways of writing v = a(l) + . . . + a(n) 
with cr(i) E W(n)g(i), and where the p(i) lie in P+(n, A,; m -l), for each 
i=l,..., II. Hence we have 
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h;(n) = c ( c 
VEP+(fl) p(l).....p(n) 
a~(l).ir(n))m”(x,, . . . ( &). 
The desired result follows since 
4*,(m)= c ” aP’(lL.w’(“) . 0 
*L(O.....r*(n) 
(There is a similar formula relating the h,(n) to the m,(x,, . . . , x,,) without 
the bound on the entries.) From the above we have the following. 
Proposition 3.4. If m = p, Conjecture 2.6 is equivalent to the nonsingularity of the 
matrix (qhy(p))h.~tP+(n;n(p~l)). 
3.3. Modular complete symmetric functions 
It is convenient to take the number of variables to infinity in the above. Let hL> 
be the symmetric function in A given by 
h:, = c mh , 
htP+(d.d,vl-l) 
(3.13) 
The generating function for the hi is 
(3.14) 
For any AEP,, we set hl = hi,h;, . . . , etc. From Proposition 3.3 we immediately 
have the following. 
Proposition 3.5. For any partition A E P, , 
h: = c q,+(m)mp ) 
F’tP+ 
where q,,(m) is the number of (infinite) matrices with entries from the set 
(0, 1, . , m - l}, column sums given by the entries of A, row sums by the entries 
of P. 
Proposition 3.6. The following are equivalent statements, for m = p. 
(i) Conjecture 2.6 holds for all degrees d 5 n; i.e., the matrix K’(d) is 
nonsingular for all d 5 n. 
(ii) {h;(n): A is a partition of degree sn} is a linearly independent subset of 
the ring A,, . 
(iii) {h;: A E P,} is a linearly independent subset of the ring A. 
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(iv) (151: AEP,} is a Q-basis of& = A@zQ. 
(v) The symmetric functions hi, h;, . are algebraically independent, and 
A, = Q[h;, h;, . .]. 
(vi) The symmetric polynomials h;(n), . , h,:(n) are algebraically indepen- 
dent, and A,,,gp = Q[hi(n), . . . , h,‘,(n)]. 
(vii) {h:(n): A IS an n-bounded partition (of any length)} is linearly independent 
in A,,. 
(viii) The matrix ( qhLl(m)) is nonsingular. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear, by the same argument as for 
Proposition 3.1. The fact that p,, gives an isomorphism of A with A,) in degrees 
d 5 n can be used to show that (ii) implies (iii). The implication (iii) implies (iv) 
is true by virtue of the fact that in each degree d, Ad, is finite dimensional, of 
dimension p(n), the number of partitions of n. The implications (iv) implies (v), 
( ) Pl’ ( ‘) v rm res VI are standard, and (vii) is simply a restatement of (vi). Finally, (vii) 
implies (ii), and by Proposition 3.5 (viii) is equivalent with (iii). 0 
Note that items (ii)-(viii) are equivalent for any m > 1. Our next task is to 
prove that the above equivalent statements are actually true. This is a con- 
sequence of the next result, proved in [5] in case m = p. It also follows from 
results in Section 3.8; see Remark 3.16(l). We thank the referee for the following 
argument, which works for arbitrary m > 1. 
Theorem 3.7. For each m > 1 and each d 2 0, the symmetric functions hj, in A 
have the form 
hC; = v,,,(d)e, + (polynomial in e,, . . . , ed_,) , 
where v,,(d) # 0. 
Remark 3.8. The proof gives the following explicit formula for the coefficient 
“rl,,(d): 
if d #O(m) , 
Proof. Let F be a primitive mth root of unity in @, so that 
Then we have 
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r=I (Z-1 r=I dz0 
= cz, (7j,,(d)e, - lower terms)/ 0 
Corollary 3.9. For any m > 1, the symmetric functions hi, hi, . form a set of 
algebraically independent generators for the algebra A,. 
In particular, when m = p, statement (i) of Proposition 3.6 is true (i.e., 
Conjecture 2.6 is true in degrees d 5 n), and for arbitrary m > 1. statements 
(ii)-(viii) of Proposition 3.6 are true. 
Remarks 3.10. (1) If m =2, then h(>= ed, and if m =x, h:,= h,, for all de0. So 
the above generalizes the fundamental theorem of symmetric functions. 
(2) The matrix Q,,, = (s,,(m)),,,,,+ is nonsingular, for all m > 1. Q,,, is the 
diagonal sum of the Q,,!(d) = (qhlr(m))A,ILtP+(d,d), so Q,,,(d) is nonsingular for 
each d 2 0. Applying the map p,, to the equations of Proposition 3.5 gives 
the equations of Proposition 3.3, but does not show that the subminor 
(qhI*(m))*.~,,+(,,;,,(,,,~,,, of Q,, is nonsingular, except in degrees d 5 n, where the 
subminor is the whole of Q,,,(d). Showing that the subminor is nonsingular for the 
case m = p is equivalent with Conjecture 2.6. If Conjecture 2.6 is true, we expect 
that this subminor will be nonsingular for any m > 1. 
(3) By a refinement of the proof of Theorem 3.7 we get the following formula 
expressing the h,!, in terms of the elementary symmetric functions. 
hi,= C m,(e, Ed,. . . En’-‘)ell , 
lFl=~~ 
where the sum is taken over all partitions I_L of degree d of length 5rn ~ 1. 
3.4. Relation with Lusztig’s conjecture 
Throughout this subsection, suppose the number of variables n is finite, and 
that m = p. In [13] there is a conjecture on the characters I, if p is sufficiently 
large. Following [14], if {u,}. {u,} are two bases of A,,, we write M(u, u) for the 
transition matrix from the u basis to the u basis. This makes sense even if the { uA} 
is not known to be linearly independent. We have the following formula relating 
transition matrices between the various symmetric functions: 
M(h’, 4 = M(h’, m)M(m, s)M(s, I) (3.15) 
The entries in the left-hand side are the p-modular Kostka numbers, while on the 
right-hand side, the entries in the first matrix are the numbers qAP( p), the entries 
in the second are classical (in fact, M(m, s) = Km’, where K is the classical Kostka 
matrix), and those in the third are the decomposition numbers for Weyl modules, 
which Lusztig’s conjecture gives in terms of evaluating certain polynomials at 1, 
when p is sufficiently large. In any case, regardless of p, the formula shows that 
knowing the modular Kostka numbers is in principle equivalent to knowing the 
decomposition of Weyl modules. 
3.5. Stability of the modular Kostka numbers 
We shall show that for any fixed prime p the numbers KLA stabilize as n goes to 
infinity. In fact, we can prove a stronger statement: the KLA are independent of n. 
The precise result is the following. 
Proposition 3.11. Let h,~ be partitions with n,, = min{length( A), length(p)}. 
Then for all n P n,,, 
K&A = [T”E : L(PL)I,~,~,~.~~ = [T”E : W-41rM~rrli.~~ . 
Proof. The result is a consequence of (3.15). Take m = p. By Proposition 3.3 the 
entries in M(h’, m) are independent of n. The fact that the entries of M(m, s) do 
not depend on n is the stability of KAP, and the result for M(s, f) can be 
easily proved as follows. Consider a Levi factor L of some parabolic subgroup 
containing the simple roots which appear in A - p. Then [V(A) : L( P)]~ = 
[V(A) : L(p)],.. For fixed h,~, the Levi factor is stable for all n 2 n,,. 0 
3.6. Modular elementary symmetric functions 
Working with infinitely many variables, we introduce modular analogues of the 
elementary symmetric functions depending on the parameter m > 1. 
For any d Z- 0 define el, the dth elementary modular symmetric function, by 
E’(t) = ,q ( 1 + (I:,,::,xt,yJ = ‘x, Gt” 
I 
Then, for any 1, H’(t)E’(-t) = 1; i.e., 
,z, (-l)“e&h,‘_,, = 0, for all n 2 1 . 
As usual. we set e; = eX,ei? . . for all partitions A = (A,, A?, . . .>. 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
3.7. Modular symmetric functions in terms of ordinary ones 
There is a map A + A given by x, ++ ~7, for all i 2 1. For any f E A, denote the 
image off under 
The formulas we 
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this map by ftF! If m = p, this is just the Frobenius map on A. 
prove are as follows. 
Proposition 3.12. For any d 2 0, 
(1) ei= 
d=d,,+nzd, 
d, 20 
(2) h:, = c (-l)%?~V$ . 
d=d,,+md, 
d, 20 
Proof. By replacing t by (-t)‘,, xi by xl” in the definition of H(t), we obtain the 
formula 
IJ ( 1 + (_l;m+Ix”‘t’“j = c. (-lYh:F)tmd 
I drll 
Multiplying this by E(t) = Hi?, (1 + xit) = xdzO e,t”, we obtain 
proving the first formula. 
Similarly, making the replacement t F+ - tm, x, -XT in the definition of E(t) 
yields the formula 
n (1 - x?t”‘) = c (-l)de:“)tmd , 
i-1 drO 
and multiplying by H(t) = nIlrn, (1 - xit)-’ = c hdtd yields 
H’(t) = i c h,,/““) i c (-l)dle~+md’) 
C/Z0 d,rO 
= c ( c 
dz0 d=d,,+md, 
(-I)dieK)hd,Jtd, 
d,M 
proving the second. 0 
Recalling the involution w on A which interchanges h, with ed, we see from the 
above formulas that 
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o(h:,) = e:, for all d 2 0 . (3.18) 
Thus we have the following. 
Corollary 3.13. The symmetric functions e; , ei, . are algebraically independent, 
and A, = Q[e;, e;, . . .]. 
3.8. Generalization of w-duality 
For each m define a ring homomorphism 
0’ : A+ n (3.19) 
by the rule w’(h,) = hi,, for all d 2 0. When m = 2 this coincides with o, the ring 
involution which interchanges the elementary and complete symmetric functions. 
When m = 5, w’ is just the identity map. Set A’ = U’(A), a lattice in A,. 
Via the map w’ we have m-analogues of every symmetric function. If f is a 
symmetric function, i.e., if f E A, we define its m-analogue f’ to be its image 
W’(f) under the map w’. This convention is consistent with the notation of 
Sections 3.6 and 3.7; i.e.. the functions e(!,, introduced in Section 3.6, coincide 
with the W’(e,). 
Thus we obtain m-analogues of Schur functions: for every partition h we have 
the function sl, = w’(s*). Because of the Jacobi-Trudi identity [14, Chapter I, 
(3.4)], the following is immediate: 
sl = det(hA,_, ,,) (3.20) 
In fact, for any pair {UAIAEP+, in,>,,,, of Z-bases of A, we have the following. 
Proposition 3.14. (i) { ~1;) htP_ is a Z-basis of A’. 
(ii) Th e r smon matrix M(u’. u’) expressing the chunge of basis from the t an 
u’-basis to the v’-basis is the same as M(u, u). 
Recall [14, Chapter I] the power sums p, (r 2 l), defined by the generating 
function 
c pp= $ log H(t) 
r-1 
(3.21) 
The p, (r I> 1) are algebraically independent generators of il,, so if for a partition 
h we set P,, = P*,P~, . . . I then C pA jhtP+ is a Q-basis of A,. Now by applying the 
map w’ @ 1 we obtain the Q-basis {pi} ntP+ of A& = A,. By part (ii) of the above 
proposition (over Q), the generating function for the p:. is given by 
c p;y’ z ; log H’(t) . 
r-1 
(3.22) 
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Proposition 3.15. Let { u,},,~+ be an arbitrary basis of A 
(i) For any r 2 1, p: is related to p, by 
if r#O (mod yn) , 
ifr-0 (modm). 
(ii) The tran sz ton matrix M( p’, p) is diagonal, and for any partition A, ‘t’ 
M( p’, p)hA = (1 - m)‘+“.*) , 
i.e., pX = (1 - WZ)~(“‘.*)~~, where w(m, A) is the number of indices i for which 
A, Z 0 and A, = 0 (mod m). 
(iii) M(p, u) is a d iagonalizing matrix for M(u’, u); i.e., 
WP, u)M(u’, u)M(p, u>-’ = M(p’, p) 
(iv) The eigenvalues of M(u’, u) are powers of (1 - m); in particular, the 
determinant is a power of (1 - m). 
Proof. (i) follows from the following calculation: 
= z, pJ_’ - m ,C, p,,lrt”l,‘-’ ; 
7 
and (ii) is clear from (i). To see (iii), write M(p’, u’)M(u’, u)M(u, p) = 
M( p’, p), and apply part (ii) of the preceding proposition to replace M( p’, u’) by 
M(p, u). Finally, (iv) follows from (ii) and (iii). 0 
Remarks 3.16. (1) Part (i) and its proof are due to to Macdonald, who also 
pointed out that it gives another proof of Corollary 3.9. (Because the p:‘s are 
algebraically independent generators of A,, and M(h’, p’) = M(h, p).) 
(2) If the number n of variables is finite, the proof of (i) still goes through, 
yielding the same result. Alternatively, apply the homomorphism p,, to (i). Also, 
by Proposition 3.14(ii), formulas such as [14, Chapter I, (2.14’)J hold, thus 
expressing the hi in terms of the pi, 
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for all d 2 0. Here zh = nrr, (i”“m, !), where m, is the number of parts of A equal 
to i. This holds whether or not n is finite; in the finite case the left-hand side is 
zero for all d > n(m - l), expressing some of the relations among the p:. 
Combining this with (ii) of the above proposition gives an expression for hi, in 
terms of the ordinary power sums pn. 
(3) When m = p and y1 is finite, the above proposition can be used to calculate 
the determinant of the modular Kostka matrix K’ = M(h’, I) in each homoge- 
neous degree d, as long as d 5 n. For we have in the case of infinitely many 
variables. 
K’ = Wh’, I) = M(IZ’, /I)M(~, s)M(s, 1> , 
and the same in each degree d. Thus we have 
det K’(d) = n (1 - p)“‘(“.*) , 
hEP+(dJ/) 
for d 5 n, in the n variable case. The determinant of K’(d) for d > n seems to be 
elusive. 
3.9. Proof of Conjecture 2.6 when n = 2 
The result to be proved is the following. 
Proposition 3.17. Conjecture 2.6 is true for all primes p if n = 2. 
Proof. Each h: = ch TAIE @ T”?E is expressible as a linear combination of the s, 
with coefficients determined by the Littlewood-Richardson rule, since in this case 
we know that T”E is a Weyl module for all d I 2p - 2. (Because T”E is 
irreducible, of highest weight (d) or ( p - 1, d - (p - 1)) depending on whether 
d~p-lord~p-l.TheWeylmodulesV(d)ford~p-l,V(p-l,d-(p- 
1)) for d 2 p - 1 are known to be irreducible when y1 = 2 [l, 4, 111.) 
We consider the transition matrix A from the set {hl} to the set {s,}, both 
indexed by A E P+(2; 2p - 2) in some fixed order. This transition matrix is the 
diagonal sum of the matrices A(r) expressing the transition between the same two 
sets of polynomials, but with indices restricted to the partitions A with ( Al = r, as r 
runs from 0 to 4p - 4. It suffices to show that each A(r) is nonsingular. 
Assume that 0 5 r 5 2p - 2. Initially, order the rows and columns of A(r) by 
the reverse lexicographical order: (r), (r - 1, l), (r - 2,2), . . ., etc. For r 5 p - 1, 
r=h, +A,, we have 
h; = ch V( A,) @ V( Al) = s~,s,~ = 2, SW,.,) ; (3.23) 
hence A(r) is lower unitriangular. For p 5 r 5 2p - 2, we have 
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chV(p-1,h,-(p-1))C+V(h~), if A,sr--(p-l), 
chV(h,)@V(A,), if AZ>r-(p-l), 
,P-l)-/) ’ if Az5Y-(p-l), 
if &>Y-(p-1); 
hence if the order of the first Y - p + 2 columns is reversed, the matrix A(r) 
becomes lower unitriangular. 
The remaining cases, 2p - 2 < Y 5 4p - 4, may be reduced to the above, by 
writing r = 2p - 2 + d and showing there is a linear map which takes the set of h; 
in degree 2p - 2 - d to the set of hl in degree 2p - 2 + d.’ The argument is as 
follows. For any IZ there is an obvious isomorphism of M-modules L(A) = 
L(A-i(l”))@det’, for all iSA,,, where det is the determinant representation of 
M. Its character is A = x,x,. . . x,,. Returning to the case II = 2, we have for all 
Osds2p-2, 
L(d) 3 if dsp-1, 
L(p-l,d-(p-l))=L(2p-2-d)@detdm(I)-’), 
if dzp-1. 
We claim that for all 0 5 d s 2p - 2, the injective K-linear map 
g/-z+d+ &/-2+u ) 
f- fA” . (3.24) 
defines a bijection from the set {h;: A E P+(2,2p - 2 - d)} to the set 
{hi: AEP+(2,2p-2+d; 2p-2)). Th is shows the first set is linearly in- 
dependent if and only if the second one is, finishing the proof. 
To see the claim, check that, for A E P+(2), IA( = A, + A3 = 2p - 2 - d, 
h; = ch T”E = 
ch L( A,) ch L( A?) . if A,Sp-1, 
chL(2p-2-A,)chL(A,)A”‘-‘“-“, if A,mp-1, 
similarly, for the same A, h;h,+d,h,+dI = ch TAlt”~“2+dE is given by 
ch L(2p - 2 - (A, + d)) ch L( AZ + d)A(hl+d)m(pm’) ,
if A,+dsp-1, 
ch L(2p - 2 - (A, + d)) ch L(2p - 2 - (A? + d))Ah~+h2+2d~(2P-z) , 
if A,+dzp-1. 
’ In fact, more is true. The matrix A(2p - 2 + d) is equal to the matrix A(2p - 2 - d). under the 
bijection (A,, h2) - (A, + d, A, + d) between their respective indexing sets of weights. 
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But h,+d~p-1 iff A,?p-1, 2p-2-(h,+d)=&, 2p-2-(h,+d)=h,, 
and Al+d=2p-2-h,, showing that the first two cases correspond to the 
second two in reverse order under multiplication by A”. This proves the 
claim. 0 
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